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Charging and E Ã B rotation of ablation clouds surrounding refueling
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The finite resistivity magnetohydrodynamic code FRONTIER-MHD 关R. Samulyak et al., Nucl. Fusion
47, 103 共2007兲兴 is used to simulate the ablation rate of refueling pellets, including the novel effect
of electrostatically induced E ⫻ B rotation of the ablation cloud about its symmetry axis parallel to
the magnetic field. The key finding is that the centrifugal force of cloud rotation pushes the cloud
density radially outwards, creating a more “transparent” ablation channel. With reduced shielding,
the steady state ablation rate of a deuterium pellet significantly increases from ⬃35% to 100%,
depending on the B-field strength. This new effect brings the ablation rate into better accord with a
known theoretical scaling law, which agrees with most current experiments. © 2009 American
Institute of Physics. 关DOI: 10.1063/1.3158562兴
In the last 30 years a large body of literature has been
devoted to the study of hydrogenic pellet injection for fueling magnetically confined devices.1 Pellet fueling could enable tokamak operation at higher central densities above the
Greenwald limit needed for achieving greater fusion power
in reactor scale devices such as ITER.2 The deposition of the
fuel within plasma is quite complex and involves two process, pellet disassembly by ablation and subsequent redistribution of the freshly ionized material down the magnetic
field gradient by the toroidally induced grad-B drift effect.3,4
Standard one-dimensional spherically symmetric, quasisteady ablation models provide convenient scaling laws and
predict with good success pellet penetration depth in current
devices. However, lacking comprehensive two- 共2D兲 and
three-dimensional 共3D兲 magnetohydrodynamic 共MHD兲,
time-dependent, and electrostatic charging effects, predicting
fuel deposition profiles in high-temperature, high-magnetic
field ITER class devices remains uncertain. When a pellet is
immersed in hot plasma, it ablates and forms a cold, dense
vapor cloud around it. Under the force of its own pressure,
the neutral cloud expands almost isotropically until it becomes sufficiently heated and ionized downstream by the
incoming “drive” electrons following tight helical trajectories around magnetic field lines. The magnetic field acting
through the J ⫻ B force then impedes the outflow in the
cross-field direction while expanding freely in the parallel
共magnetic field兲 direction, forming an elongated weakly diamagnetic field-aligned structure 共ionized ablation channel兲.
The higher line density of the nearly 1D ablation channel
enhances interception and absorption of the energy flux carried to the pellet thus regulating the ablation rate. The pressure, density, and width of the ablation column are essential
for predicting the subsequent grad-B drift rate.4 The extra
longitudinal line density 共opacity兲 of the ablation column
also enhances interception and absorption of the energy flux
carried to the pellet, as verified by recent 2D MHD simulations of pellet ablation.5 Depending on the magnetic field
strength and the energy flux rise time seen by a 共moving兲
pellet, the ablation rate can be slowed by factors of ⬃3.
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This result, however, underpredicts the ablation rate by
factors of 2-ish compared to experimental measurements in
current tokamak plasmas with typical fields B ⬃ 2 T. In the
present letter, we show that the discrepancy can be removed
by self-consistently including E ⫻ B rotation of the ablation
column about its symmetry axis parallel to B. The radial
electric field E inside the cloud comes about because the
cloud charges negatively with respect to the background
plasma to equalize electron and ion particle currents at opposite end face boundaries, Fig. 1共a兲. Quasineutrality in the
background plasma confines the main electric potential difference −s共⬎0兲 to a thin collisionless sheath at each end
face. 共Various charging models were summarized in the excellent review article by Pegourie.1兲 Since the longitudinal
opacity of the ablation column to the incident electrons decreases radially outward,5 a radial variation in −s develops,
giving rise to a radial electric field and E ⫻ B rotation. The
outward centrifugal force of rotation widens the ablation
channel and reduces line density. Accordingly, pellet shielding is weakened and the ablation rate increases.
Figure 1共b兲 illustrates the various particle fluxes entering, exiting, or being emitted from the right cloud/plasma
interfacial sheath. The cold and dense ablation channel stops
the short-range plasma ion flux, given by ⌫储i
⬵ 0.55ni⬁共Te⬁ / mi兲1/2 共Ref. 6兲. The incident electron flux
⌫储e⬁ = ne⬁共Te⬁ / 2me⬁兲1/2 is electrostatically repelled, giving
rise to passing electrons with reduced particle flux ⌫储ep
= ⌫储e⬁e−⌽s on both sides of the sheath 共reflected electrons
obviously do not contribute to the net flux兲, ⌫储ec = ⌫储e⬁共1
− s兲冑⌽s erfc共冑⌽s兲 is the outward flux of cold cloud electrons after being accelerated across the sheath, and the symbol “⬁” refers to any ambient plasma parameter, and ⌽s
= −s / Te⬁共eV兲. The collisionally attenuated flux of right going hot plasma electrons that traversed the full length of the
cloud after entering it from the left end face is ⌫储ea = s⌫储ep,
with attenuation coefficient s共ⴱ兲 共0 ⬍ s ⬍ 1兲, depending
⬁
n共r , z⬘兲dz⬘.
on the radially varying cloud opacity ⴱ共r兲 = 兰−⬁
From the same kinetic electron model used before to obtain
the attenuated energy flux,4,7 we find that
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FIG. 1. 共Color兲 Various charged particle fluxes entering/exiting the cloudplasma sheath.
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exponential integral. Hence the steady-state ambipolarity
condition, ⌫储i + ⌫储ec − ⌫储ep共1 − s兲 = 0, leads to an implicit expression for the normalized sheath potential, exp共−⌽s兲
− 冑⌽s erfc共冑⌽s兲 = ␣ / 共1 − s兲,6 also having a radial variation, where ␣ = 0.55共2me / mi兲1/2. To estimate the radial electric field Er, we can neglect the weak longitudinal z variation
in the potential 共r , z兲. Therefore, Er = − / r
⬵ Te⬁共d⌽s / ds兲共ds / duⴱ兲共duⴱ / dr兲. Consider now a D2 pellet with r p = 2 mm, Te⬁ = 2000 eV, ne⬁ = 1014 cm−3, and B
= 6 T. Using results from previous simulations without
rotation,5 we find at radius r = 1.29 cm from symmetry axis
that ⴱ = 6.03⫻ 1018 cm−2, uⴱ = 7.85, duⴱ / dr = −49.5 cm−1,
s = 0.2899, ⌽s = 1.697, and Er = −0.31 MV/ m. The rotation
velocity u = −Er / Bz = 52 km/ s can indeed become supersonic for a ⬃5 eV cloud temperature.
The 2D finite-resistivity FRONTIER-MHD code5 is used to
model the charging/rotation problem using a cylindrical system of coordinates 共r ,  , z兲 with axisymmetry  /  = 0. The
key assumption is that the ablation flow is either sufficiently
resistive or else weakly diamagnetic, so that a static magnetic field can be assumed, B = Bẑ, as will be confirmed a
posteriori. The governing equations are essentially the same
as before,5 with the exception of the two transverse-to-B
components of the momentum equation that include azimuthal rotation,
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where u,  = min, and p are, respectively, the velocity, mass
density, and pressure of the ablation cloud. The total current
density is Jtot = J + Jhẑ, where Jh = −e共+ − −兲⌫储ep is the hot
electron current density in the cloud with ⫾ being the local
particle attenuation coefficients for right 共+兲 and left 共⫺兲
going particle fluxes. Ohm’s law provides the following
components of the thermal electron current density J: Jr
= −⬜共− / r + uB兲,
J = −⬜urB,
and
Jz ⬅ −e⌫储eth
= −储   / z. The parallel 共perpendicular兲 electrical conduc-

tivities, 储共⬜兲, are given by a convenient “addition rule”:
储 = nee2 / me共0.506ei + eg + ea兲 and ⬜ = nee2 / me共ei + eg
+ ea兲, where ei is the e-i collision frequency, and eg, ea
are momentum transfer collision frequencies between electrons and molecules/atoms. Imposing ⵜ · Jtot = 0 provides closure to the system of equations and leads to an elliptic equation for the electrostatic potential 共r , z , t兲 in the body of the
cloud 共excluding the thin sheath region兲, 关r⬜共− / r
+ uB兲兴 / r + r  共−储   / z + Jh兲 / z = 0. The boundary condition follows from the continuity of n̂ · Jtot across the surface
of the cloud, where n̂ is the unit surface normal vector pointing outward from the surface. Since the hot ambient plasma
region is very tenuous and highly conductive, it cannot support appreciable radial polarization currents as compared to
the denser and more collisional cloud region. Consequently,
on the plasma side of the interface Jr,out = 0, which formally
leads to a surface boundary condition, 共ẑ · n̂兲共储   / z − e⌫储i
− e⌫储ec兲 = ⬜共r̂ · n̂兲共− / r + uBz兲. Initially, the cloud spins
up to the E ⫻ B rotation velocity by means of the torque
density 兩r ⫻ 共J ⫻ B兲兩 = rBJr, resulting from a transient radial
polarization current flow Jr. From Eq. 共2兲 and Ohm’s law, the
estimated time scale for spin up is s =  / 共⬜B2兲 = A / S
⬃ 0.01– 0.05 s, where A = r⬜ / VA is the characteristic
Alfvén time scale, and S = 0⬜r⬜VA is a dimensionless
Lundquist number, typically S ⬃ 15. Since the time scale for
evolution of the ablation cloud is much longer, ⬃1 – 10 s,
we may assume that at each moment the rotational velocity
equals the instantaneous value of the asymptotic E ⫻ B rotation velocity u ⬵ −Er / Bz. In this approximation Jr ⬵ 0, so
that Eq. 共2兲 becomes superfluous. Also a simplified potential
equation follows: −储   / z + Jh = 共−储   / z + Jh兲 兩sheath = 0,
reducing the surface boundary condition to 储   / z 兩sheath
= e⌫储i + e⌫储ec. By eliminating 储   / z 兩sheath between these
two equations, we recover the steady-state ambipolarity condition written previously. Consequently, the normalized potential at any interior point becomes
−1
⌽共r,z兲 = ⌽s共r兲 − Te⬁

冕

⬁

z

Jh共r,z⬘兲
dz⬘ .
储共r,z⬘兲

共3兲

Usually thermal equilibrium is approximately maintained in
the expanding outflow, so that the ionization and molecular
dissociation fractions f i and f d can be obtained from known
functions of temperature and density 共Saha equations兲. However, in approaching the pellet surface f i → 0 and ⌽ blows
up. With few return current carriers, a negative space charge
accumulates, constituting a so-called “negative layer” 共NL兲,
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where the potential undergoes a significant drop near the
pellet due an accumulation of negative charge, as will be
shown. To correctly treat the potential distribution in the NL,
one must account for the extra source of cold electrons resulting from hot electron impact ionization, giving rise to
cold thermalized electrons with density nes = n+g + n+a and temperature Te ⬇ T. We can obtain the densities of molecular n+g
and ordinary n+a ions in the NL by using improved impact
ionization/recombination balance equations, obtaining nes
= n̄ from a root of the cubic equation 3 − 共1 − f d兲 − f d
= 0, where n̄ = 共−JhnQi / 2e␣DR兲1/2,  ⬅ ␣DR / n̄␣3, Qi is the absolute electron-impact ionization cross section evaluated at
energy Te⬁, and ␣DR, ␣3 are radiative and three body recombination rates, respectively. Inserting ne = nes + f in into 储 prevents ⌽ from blowing up as f i → 0 near the pellet.
In a tokamak with major radius R, the grad-B drift
curves the centroid of the ablation channel away from the
z-axis or central pellet shadow. To mimic this 3D effect in a
2D model, we limit the extent of the ablation flow to a certain axial distance zL.4 In the following numerical simulations we choose zL = 15 cm and apply standard outflow
boundary conditions at that point, with zero heat flux absorption for z ⬎ zL.5
Simulations were performed using the FRONTIER-MHD
code applied previously to pellet ablation with no rotation.5
To benchmark our new results with the previous no rotation
results and compare with current experiments, we consider a
stationary D2 pellet exposed to plasma with nominal reference parameters: Te⬁ = 2 keV, ne⬁ = 1014 cm−3, and r p
= 2 mm. Since the simulation must begin by specifying the
rise time tR of the incident electron heat flux,5 we assume
here that Te⬁ and ne⬁ are ramped up linearly to these values
over the time tR = 10 s. Thereafter, the simulation proceeds
until the ablation profile reaches a steady state. With rotation
turned off, the ablation rates at steady state for three different
values of the magnetic field strength are as follows: G
= 22 g / s for B = 2 T, G = 19 g / s for B = 4 T, and G
= 17 g / s for B = 6 T. When rotation is included, these respective ablation rates are all increased by about a factor of
2: G = 48.5 g / s for B = 2 T, G = 31 g / s for B = 4 T, and G
= 26.6 g / s for B = 6 T. For B = 2 T the computed ablation
rate 48.5 g/s is somewhat higher 共⬃24%兲 when compared
with the standard quasisteady ablation model,8 which predicts Gqs = 39 g / s, which also agrees with the body of experimental data on contemporary tokamaks.9 With no rotation, the discrepancy between G and Gqs is considerably
higher ⬃45%, suggesting to us that the rotation phenomenon
is highly probable and represents an important improvement
in 2D pellet ablation modeling. Because the penetration
depth scales roughly as pen ⬀ G−1/3, our simulation with rotation predicts a 16% increase in penetration depth when B
increases from 2 to 4 T. This result is in accordance with the
17% increase in measured penetration depth relative to the
penetration depth predicted by the standard models for two
different machines, ASDEX 共B = 2.2 T兲 and Tore Supra 共B
= 4 T兲. Furthermore, the NGPSR quasisteady model10
共which contains an ad hoc B field dependence兲 predicts a
10% increase in the penetration depth in Tore Supra when
the B field increases from 2 to 4 T. It was also found in field
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FIG. 2. 共Color online兲 Ablation rate comparison with the quasisteady ablation models. The solid line is the ablation rate from the simulation and the
dashed line is the prediction of the quasisteady ablation models. The vertical
line indicates the end of plasma warm up in the pedestal region.

reversed experiment, where the B field is much lower than in
standard tokamaks, that the ablation rate is 2–2.5 times
higher than that predicted by the standard quasisteady ablation models.11 Although these experiments are congruent
with our numerical trends on the B scaling, recent empirical
data on pellet penetration from the high-field side of ASDEX
Upgrade12 find that penetration depth has a weak inverse B
scaling. One possible explanation could be the difficulty in
isolating B variations independently from other plasma
parameters.
Next, we consider the ablation rate of a moving pellet.
The pellet is injected into an ITER H-mode plasma
discharge,2 with initial pellet radius r p = 4 and velocity V
= 3 km/ s based on a newly proposed high-velocity pellet
injection concept using gyrotron power.13 The pellet first
crosses the edge-pedestal layer with steep plasma profiles,
which we assume to be linear from the plasma boundary up
to the top of pedestal, over the range 0.2 keVⱕ Te⬁
ⱕ 4 keV and 2 ⫻ 1013 cm−3 ⱕ ne⬁ ⱕ 1014 cm−3, with flat
profiles beyond.2 The pedestal width is assumed to be ⌬ped
= 9 cm, so that the heat flux rise time along the pellet trajectory is effectively, tR = ⌬ped / V = 30 s. Figure 2 shows that
the transient ablation rate dramatically lags behind the faster
rising quasisteady ablation rate Gqs by about a factor of 3.
Since the pedestal suffers intermittent collapse from ELMs,2
having decreased ablation in the pedestal region would most
likely result in more efficient utilization of the 共tritium兲 fuel
for sustained fusion power generation. Both models, however, are in fairly close agreement when steady state is finally
approached: G = 262 g / s, which is only 20% lower than
Gqs = 327 reached at the pedestal top. With rotation turned
off, G approaches a lower steady state value of 195 g/s, 40%
lower than Gqs.
Figure 3 plots the Mach number of the rotational velocity M  = u / cs when the flow reaches a quasisteady state. It
has a transonic distribution and sonic points are located in
ⴱ
⬵ 6r p. The centrifugal force of
the ablation channel at rrot
rotation widened the ablation channel and reduced the density near the axis, as seen in Fig. 4 where we compare 2D
images of pressure and density contours with and without
rotation when a steady state is reached. The channel bound-
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FIG. 3. 共Color兲 Rotational Mach number distribution in the steady-state
ablation cloud.
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ary rc is defined as the radial location of the steepest pressure
gradient. The normalized channel radius c = rc / r p, a key
nondimensional parameter in pellet drift models,4 increased
from c = 5.75 without cloud rotation to c = 8 with rotation.
The cloud pressure distribution along the z-axis was only
reduced by 7% from the no rotation case because of the
compensating higher temperature: pressure decreased monotonically from 25 bars at the “entrance” of elongated section
of the ionized ablation channel, z ⬃ 7 mm, to 10 bars at the
sonic 共M = 1兲 “exit” plane z ⬃ zL. The cloud beta ␤
= 20 p / B2 characterized by the channel entrance value is
therefore ␤ = 0.17, indicating that the level of diamagnetism
兩⌬B / B兩 ⬵ ␤ / 2 = 0.087 is small enough to justify the assumption of a static B field.
The distribution of the normalized electrical potential ⌽
along different field lines 共Fig. 5兲 shows that the potential
drop in the NL is about 700 V, which is relatively small
compared with the ⬃7840 V sheath potential drop. As a
result, the potential and radial electric field is essentially determined by the first term in Eq. 共3兲. Notice that Er and thus
the rotation is larger toward the boundary of the ablation
channel and explains the edge-peaked M  distribution in
Fig. 3.
In conclusion, the electrostatic charging and rotation of
magnetized pellet ablation clouds has included selfconsistently in the 2D FRONTIER-MHD code. We have shown
that the outward centrifugal force of cloud rotation widens
the long ionized ablation cylinder, and the accompanying
density rarefaction reduces the shielding of the pellet by the
incoming plasma heat flux. As a result, the ablation rate is
increased by factors of 2. This result is noteworthy, because
the steady-state ablation rate now concurs with the pellet
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FIG. 4. 共Color兲 Steady-state ablation flows showing contours of pressure
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FIG. 5. 共Color online兲 Normalized electrical potential distribution in steadystate ITER case. The solid line is along z-axis, the dashed line is along r
= 2r p, and the dotted line is along r = 4r p, where r p = 4 mm is the pellet
radius for ITER case.

injection experiments on existing devices. All currently used
ablation models and scaling laws are essentially quasisteady,
1D spherically symmetric, and physically limited due to a
lack MHD and rotation effects. Hence, their agreement with
the experiments 共with possibly adjusted ablation coefficients
in some cases兲 is merely fortuitous. It seems to us that a
reasonable interpretation for finding that G ⬍ Gqs in the ITER
B = 6 T case, as opposed to G ⬎ Gqs in the B = 2 T current
machine case, is because a stronger B-field promotes better
channel shielding by creating a more narrow and dense ablation channel, which rotates with lower E ⫻ B velocity, u
= Er / B.
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